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ThiSstudyisa summary andsimplification of a very large
phoneme-graphemefrequency countdone byHanna et al.

(1966). Although the results anddatafrom the original study
have implicationsfor teaching phonics andspelling, theywere
presented in a complicated and unwieldy manner. Moreover;
the original study is out of print. This study, then, presents a
succinct and simplified summary of the Hanna et af. results
for researchers and teachers of reading andspelling.

Although phonics has been identified as an essential ele
ment of successful literacy instruction in the elementary
grades (National Reading Panel, 2000), details about the
nature and content of effective phonics (and spelling)
programs have not been fully articulated. Questions re
garding the content and sequencing of phonics instruc
tion still exist. One approach to questions regarding
the content and sequencing of phonics instruction is to
examine the phoneme-grapheme content ofwords used
in instructional contexts. Hanna, Hanna, Hodges, and
Rudorf (1966) conducted such a study, examining and
counting every phoneme-grapheme correspondence in
a 17,310 word vocabulary (Thorndike & Lorge, 1944).
The current interest in phonics has made this nearly raw
basic research data very relevant to today's teachers,
researchers and curriculum developers in the areas of
reading, spelling, and linguistics. Unfortunately, these
valuable data are reported in a U.S. Office of Education
document spanning 1,716 pages that has long been out
of print. Another complication is the unique coding sys
tem used by the researchers, which focused on such fac
tors as separate counts of the phonemes in stressed and
unstressed syllables, and the location of the phoneme
in each syllable.
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The present study has reanalyzed those basic data to simplify the original report
and make it more useable. It addresses the following questions:

What are the most useful (highest frequency) phoneme-grapheme
correspondences?

What are the most frequent ways of spelling those phonemes?

Answers to these questions could lead to better phonics and spelling instruction
and could improve the phonics content of both commercial and teacher-made cur
riculum materials for reading and spelling instruction.

A similar set of questions was posed and answered (Fry, 1964) based on an earlier
Stanford phoneme-grapheme research project (Moore, 1951) that used a 3,000
word count. The Hanna et al. (1966) report used a much larger (17,000 +) word
corpus and a much more sophisticated coding system.

Earlier work in this area has focused on determining spelling generalizations. For
example, a recent study by Abbott (2000) used the large Hanna et al. count to
identify reliable spelling generalizations. Her spelling generalizations were based
on Clymer (1963). Another generalization study by Johnston (2001) used her own
3000-word corpus plus data from Burmeister (1968) and Clymer. The research
reported here is not based on generalizations, but rather it is a strict phoneme
grapheme correspondence count.

The Hanna et al. study was one of the largest studies funded by the U.S. Office of
Education up to that time. The corpus of words used in their study consisted of
17,310 different words selected from the Thorndike-Lorge Teacher's Word Book of
30,000 Words (1944). Hanna et al. omitted foreign words, trade names, slang, and
rare words. They placed each phoneme into a 22 vowel and 30 consonant classifica
tion system according to the pronunciation given in a Mirriam-Webster dictionary.

Vowel Classification
Hanna et al. began with the Merriam Webster dictionary's vowel classification sys
tem involving 33 vowel sounds. They soon found it unworkable and simplified it to
a 22 vowel system to facilitate their computerized algorithms. One of the original
goals of their study was to determine how well a computer with many algorithms
(rules and phoneme-grapheme information) could correctly spell each word, given
the dictionary pronunciation guide. The short answer is about 50%.

The present study has a different purpose- to provide teachers and curriculum
developers with usable and scientifically-based information for developing phonics
and spelling instructional programs for beginning or remedial readers and spellers,
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presented in a comprehensible manner. It is a compromise between the tens of
thousands oflittle facts in the giant Hanna et al. study and the realities of the class
room. After examining the data in this study, a teacher or curriculum developer
should be able to more precisely determine phonics information that is rather use
less and other information that is valuable. At either end of the phoneme-use spec
trum, there could be causes for disapproval; linguists and phoneticians may find
this study too simple, while some classroom teachers may find it too complicated.
But it does unearth and bring to light some basic data that has long been buried in
a difficult scientific report (Hanna et al., 1966).

The present study further simplifies the Hanna et al. vowel classification system to
17 categories or classifications as described below and seen in the tables. This was
done to make the system more comprehensible and usable for teachers.

The simplification process was complicated. For example, many dictionaries do not
recognize a Long U; rather, a Long 00 sound, as in "moon" or "rule," is specified.
In the present study I have combined Hanna et al.s categories U1 and 06. Teachers
can call it Long U or Long 00, whichever suits them.

The Short U, as in "up," is also problematic. Phonetically it is similar to a schwa, as
in the f:! in "ago." Technicallya schwa must be in an unaccented syllable, but I have
combined the Short U and Schwa (Hanna et al.s categories U3 and Schwa) because
for all practical purposes, and certainly for beginning readers and spellers, they
sound the same.

The letter or grapheme Rand the phoneme /r/ cause a lot of vowel difficulty. When
the letter A is followed by an R there are two different phonemes for the A: the
phoneme ;a; as in "far" and the phoneme fa; as in "vary." I have chosen to keep
these in two different categories.

The letter 0 followed by an Rgives the 0 a broad sound /0/ as in "for."A few other
graphemes produce /0/ and Hanna et al. separate them into two categories, 02 &
05. I have consolidated them in the category Broad O.

The letter Rmodifies the Schwa or Short U sound when Rfollows an E, I, or U as in
"her," "fur," "sir" to yield separate categories in the Hanna et al. study. The present
study has all these uses, which is very much like the /r/ in "red," listed in the Short
U+Rvowel category of Table 1.

To summarize, the major changes between the classification system used in the
present study and the Hanna et al. study involve consolidating U1 & 06, U3 &

Schwa, and 02 & 05. These changes are reflected in Table 1.
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Table 1. Vowel Phoneme-Grapheme Correspondences

Phoneme Grapheme Example Rule Frequency

A short a at Closed syllable 4192
(A3) lal a-e dance unusual 147

A long a agent Open syllable 1002
(A1) Ia; a-e ate Final E 790

ai rain AI digraph 208
ay day AY digraph 131
eigh eight rare 18
e cafe rare 16
ea break rare 14
ei veil rare 14
ey they rare 14

AR alr] arm AR digraph 474
(A5) lal a father unusual 44

ar-e large unusual 31
ea(r) heart rare 18

AR ar vary unusual 64
(A2) lal are care unusual 50

air fair unusual 46
ere there unusual 31
ear bear rare 13

Eshort e end Closed syllable 3316
(E3) lei ea head unusual 139

e-e fence unusual 79

Elong e me Open syllable 1765
(El) 18/ y very Final Y 1801

ee keep EE digraph 249
ea eat EA digraph 245
e-e these Final E 62
ie field unusual 62
i-e police unusual 44
ey money unusual 40
i unique unusual 38
ea-e peace unusual 30
ie-e piece rare 23
ei ceiling rare 16

I short i in Closed syllable 5346
(13) Ii! i-e give unusual 339

a-e village unusual 187
y system unusual 100
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Phoneme Grapheme Example Rule Frequency

ui build rare 16
ai captain rare 15
ei foreign rare 11

I long i-e ice Final E 555
(11) III item Open syllable 554

y my Final Y 211
igh fight unusual 88
ie pie unusual 26
y-e type rare 23

oshort 0 not Closed syllable 1558
(03) 101 a what unusual 80

o-e lodge rare 20

olong 0 open Open syllable 1876
(01) 161 o-e home Final E 370

oa oat OA digraph 126
ow own OW digraph 124
ou mould unusual 29
oe toe rare 13
ou-e course rare 10

obroad o(r) for Rmodified 312
(02 &05) a all, war A before L&R 165
161 au auto AU digraph 146

0 off, dog unusual 123
aw awful AW digraph 75
o-e horse rare 17
ough bought rare 15
augh caught rare 12

00 short u pull unusual 200
(07) 1001 00 look 00 digraph -short 114

0 woman rare 17
u-e sure rare 11

01 diphthong oi oil 01 digraph 92
(01) loil oy toy OY digraph 48

OU diphthong ou out OU digraph 227
(OU) loul ow owl OW digraph 119

Ushort 0 other important schwa 1723
and schwa u up closed syllable 1509
(U3 &swa) a ago important schwa 1438
lui &lal i animal important schwa 1347
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Phoneme Grapheme Example Rule Frequency

e effect important schwa 763
ou double unusual 366
0 son unusual 112
e-e violence unusual 101
o-e come unusual 47
u-e huge unusual 46
0 do unusual 37
y oxygen rare 23
ie patient rare 22
eo pigeon rare 10
oo-e loose rare 12

U long u unit Open syllable 907
00 long u-e tune Final E 290
(U1 & 06) 00 moon 00 digraph-long 173
/u/&/oo/ ew new EWdigraph 60

ou you unusual 29
eu neutral unusual 28
ue blue UE digraph 27
oo-e goose rare 12
o-e move rare 12

Schwa R & er her regular ER 1979
Short U + R or labor regular OR 321
(U2 & E5) ur turn regular UR 234
/a/ &/u/ ar dollar regular AR 168

ir girl regular IR 104
er-e nerve unusual 41
ear earth unusual 29
our journey rare 21

Note.The symbols inside the parentheses, for example (E3), indicate Hanna's classification for
that phoneme.

Correspondences with frequencies below 10wereomitted.

Consonant Categories
Although consonants are far less problematic than vowels, they are not totally free
of problems. Basically each consonant (grapheme) letter represents one phoneme.
There are, however, some exceptions. For example, three consonant letters rep
resent multiple phonemes: (a) Letter X as in "box" represents the Iks/ sound, (b)
Letter Q (which never appears without a U) represents the Ikwl sound as in "quick,"
and (c) Letter C represents two sounds-the lsi sound as in "city" and the Ikl sound
as in "cat."
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Consonant digraphs-CH, SH,THvoiced, as in "this," and THvoiceless, as in "thin"
each represent distinct phonemes (and should have been separate letters). The
consonant digraph WH represents three phonemes; !hI, !wI, and /hw/, For example,
the common word "what" can be correctly pronounced as !wotl or /hwot/, but
"why" must begin with !hwl and "who" must begin with !hi.

A few consonant phonemes are not spelled with the expected graphemes. For
example .the Iji sound is more commonly spelled with a G as in "gem" rather than
the expected J as in "just." (See Table 2 for a full presentation of consonants.)

Table 2. Consonant Phoneme-Grapheme Correspondences

Phoneme Grapheme Example Rule Frequency

B b boy regular 2242
bb rabbit unusual 63

C No Cphoneme, see Kand S

CH ch child regular 313
t picture unusual 175
tch catch unusual 61
ti question rare 13

0 d dog regular 3611
dd add unusual 74

F f fox regular 1580
ph phone unusual 242
ff cliff unusual 177

G g girl regular 1178
gg egg unusual 67
gue league rare 21
gu guard rare 19
gh ghost rare 10

H h hot regular 762

J g gem most common 647
j jump regular 218
dge lodge unusual 51
d educate unusual 32
gi legion rare 14

K c cat regular 3452
k kind regular 601
ck back unusual 290
ch chord unusual 142
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Phoneme Grapheme Example Rule Frequency

cc account unusual 76
que unique rare 19

Iksl x fox regular for X 245
Iksl cs physics unusual 26
Ikz/ x exam unique prefix 43
Ikwl qu quick regular 191

L I like regular 4894
Ie able common ending 620
II bell common ending 489
el novel rare 19

M m man regular 3302
mm commute unusual 140
mb lamb unusual 27
1m calm rare 17

N n nose regular 7452
en dozen unusual 128
nn funny unusual 127
kn knife silent letter 41
on lesson unusual 41
gn sign silent letter 32

NG ng sing regular 362
n think unusual 251

p p pig regular 3296
pp happy unusual 153

Q NoQ phoneme see K

R r rat regular 9134
rr carry unusual 207
wr write silent letter 48
rh rhythm rare 16

S s sat regular 4599
c city before A, 0, & U 1067
ss pass unusual 442
ps psychology rare 19

SH sh shoe regular 398
tion action unique suffix 820
ci special unusual 119
ssi mission unique suffix 51
si tension unique suffix 38
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Phoneme Grapheme Example Rule Frequency

ch chef unique 34
ti patient unique 30
s sugar rare 20

T t toy regular 7528
tt cotton unusual 216
ed hooked unique suffix 28
bt doubt silent letter 11

TH voiceless th thank regular 411

TH voiced th they less common 149

V v very regular 1485

W w with regular 578
u suite unusual 47

WH/hw/ wh when regular 89

X NoX phoneme, see K

y Y yard regular 53
i onion unusual 66

Z z zero regular 229
s his before I, E, & Y 640
es wives unique suffix 44
zz jazz rare 23
ss dessert rare 13

ZH si erosion unique suffix 55
s measure unusual 34
g massage rare 15

The real work of this study involved producing the tables. They simplify and sum
marize hundreds of pages of data from the Hanna et al. study and answer basic
questions about the significance of phonics content.

Tables 1 and 2 provide all the common spellings (graphemes) for all the pho
nemes. The frequencies represent how often each phoneme is spelled by a par
ticular grapheme in a 17,310-word corpus. Frequencies less than 10 are omitted;
these might properly be considered exceptions as they occur less than 0.006% of
the time.
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I have tried to give the vowel phonemes popular names to make the informa
tion more usable for teachers. The symbols within parentheses, however, are the
Hanna et a!. categories. The symbols between slash marks are those often used
by dictionaries.

Ifa majority of words follow common rule, it is listed in the rule column in Table 1.
Where no rule is apparent or specified, the correspondence is classified as:

Regular- usually the most common use

Unusual-frequency less than regular but more than 50

Rare-frequency less than 50 but 10 or more

Although this classification is somewhat arbitrary, users who wish to know the
frequency of any of the correspondences to help them make instructional decisions
will find that the data in Tables 1 and 2 provide an empirical frequency summary of
phoneme-grapheme correspondences.

Table 3. Vowels Ranked by Phoneme Frequency

Phoneme Example/Frequency Common alternategraphemes

I Short in 5346 i-egive 339, a-e village 187, y system 100
A Short at 4192 a-e dance 147
EShort end 3316 ea head 139, e-e fence 79
Schwa R her 1979 or labor 321, ur turn 234, ardollar 168,

ir girl 104
oLong open 1876 o-e home 370, oa oat 126, ow own 124
ELong me 1765 y funny 1801 , ee keep 249, ea eat245,
U Short/a/ other 1723 u up 1509, a ago 1438, i animal 1347,

e effect 763, ou double 366, 0 son 112, e-e
violence 101

oShort not 1558
A Long agent 1002 a-e ate790, ai rain 208,ay day131,

a danger 100
U Long unit 907 u-etune 290, 00 moon 173, ew new60
I Long ice 555 i item 554, y my 211
A Broad/a' are 474
oBroad/o/ for 312 alall 165, au auto 146, 0 off123, aw awful75
OU out 227 ow owl 119
00 Short pull 200 00 look 114
01 oil 92 oytoy 48
AR/a; vary 64 are care 50, airfair46

Note. The frequency column is for the most common phoneme-grapheme correspondence in the
17,310 wordvocabulary.
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Table 4. Consonants Ranked by Grapheme Frequency

Grapheme Frequency Irregularities

R
T
N
S
L
C
o
P
M
B
F
V
G
H
K
W
TH
SH
NG
CH
X
Z
J
au
WH
y

9114
7528
7452
4599
4894
4522
3611
3296
3304
2242
1580
1485
1178
762
601
578
411
389
362
313
245
229
229
191
89
53

Irl spelled WR write 48
ItI spelled ED hooked 28
Inl spelled EN dozen 128, KN knife 41
S=/sl sat4599, S=Iz/ his640
I II spelled LE able 620
nophoneme, C=/kl 3454 C=/s/1068

If I spelled PH phone 242

Ikl most commonly spelled Ccat3454, CK 290

Ivoicelessl 411, Ivoiced 1149
Ishl mostcommonly spelled TI action 820, CI 119
Inglspelled Nthink251
Ichlspelled T picture 175
nophoneme, X represents Iksl box245
Izl most commonly spelled Shis 640
Ijl most commonly spelled Ggem 647,
nophoneme, au represents I kwlquit 191
often Ihwlblend who
Yis most commonly avowel asin very 1801

Note.The frequencies in the frequency column are for graphemes. They are the mostcommon or
regular phoneme-grapheme correspondences inthe 17,31 O-word vocabulary.

The graphemes and phonemes are the same for all consonants except where noted in the Irregu
larities column; for example, the grapheme X makes the/ks/ sound. Also noted in this column are
the few instances where the phoneme is more commonly represented by another grapheme; for
example, theI k/ sound is most commonly spelled by a Cas in "cat." Some other relatively com
mon spellings (graphemes) forthe phoneme are also in the Irregularities column. Other less com
mon alternate spellings are in Table 2.

Tables 3 and 4 are a further simplification of the Hanna et aI. study. They answer
the question: "What are the most useful (highest frequency) phoneme-grapheme
correspondences?" Table 3 ranks the most common vowel phoneme-grapheme
correspondences and gives a few common alternate spellings (less common cor
respondences). Table 4 ranks the consonants. It differs from Table 3 in that it ranks
the consonants by grapheme, not phoneme. In a majority of the correspondences
the phoneme and the grapheme are the same, however.
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Discussion
This study validates much that is common on phonics instruction, such as the
teaching of short vowels before long vowels, the final £. rule, the open syllable
rule, schwa, and R-modified vowels (see Table 3). The basic correspondences for
consonants are important but there are some important modifications and excep
tions (see Table 4).

The many ways different phonemes can be spelled, as shown in Tables 1 and 2,

provide content for spelling and reading programs. And since one must limit the
amount of content, particularly for beginners, the information in the tables sug
gests what might be eliminated and what could be emphasized.

This study does not support the teaching of phonics or phoneme-grapheme corre

spondences arranged in alphabetical order. The teaching of/bl is certainly not more
important than the teaching of Irl or Iti.

The findings of this study, particularly Tables 3 and 4, which show the ranking for
vowels and consonants, can be used as a checklist or tool for evaluating published
reading and spelling materials. Such a checklist could help district and state cur
riculum coordinators in developing language arts curricula. It may also help college
instructors in developing reading teacher education curricula. It could also assist

teachers of English-language learners.

There are about as many ways to teach spelling as there are to teach reading.
Phonics is only one way; more often it is a part of a broader collection of tech
niques and content. The results from this study may inform such curricula. For
example, this study might help teachers in selecting categories for word sorts

(Bear; Invernizzi, Templeton, &Johnston 2000).

Phonemic awareness has come to prominence partly because of the National

Reading Panel's meta-analysis (Ehri et al., 2001) and the summary by Smith, Sim
mons, and Kameenui (1995). This study provides some content for phonemic

awareness instruction.

The National Reading Panel's (2000) meta-analysis for phonics showed some bene

fit for systematic phonics instruction. The data in this study provides much content
for a systematic or an incidental phonics program and lesson, such as the Making
Words technique (Cunningham & Cunningham, 1992).

Several limitations to this study need to be identified. First, although this study
presents all major phoneme-grapheme correspondences, it is not a presentation of
every possible phoneme-grapheme correspondence for either reading or spelling.
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The present study is a count of all the phonemes used in over 17,000 different
words without regard to word frequency. For example, the digraph TH occurs in
some very high frequency words like "the," "this," and "that," yet the TH digraph
occurs in only 411 different words. One could argue that TH is thus more impor
tant than the 411 frequency indicates. But to weight everyone ofthe 17,000 dif
ferent words by frequency of occurrence is well beyond the scope of this study.
Teachers usually solve this problem by mixing the teaching of phonics with the
teaching of high-frequency sight words (e.g. Instant Words (Fry, 1999)). Perhaps
some well-funded future researcher would like to work on the weighting (type/
token) problem.

The present study does not deal with morphemes or meaning units (e.g., the pre
fix UN- has a very high frequency) rimes (phonograms), or other common letter
clusters. As readers mature they tend to use larger clusters of letters than just
graphemes (Adams, 1990).

One could question that the word database published in 1944 (Thorndike & Lorge)
is a bit dated. Nevertheless, new words tend to have a lower frequency than the
more common structure words such as "is," or common base words like "run."
Thus, most of the words in the Thorndike list are still very relevant. Language does
change, but it changes slowly and neologisms tend not to appear in phonics or
elementary spelling lessons. However, even new words tend to use the same more
common correspondences; hence, it is unlikely that using a newer English word
list would substantially change the rank order of correspondences reported here.

Finally, the present study is not a child development study. It does not address
which correspondences a beginning reader typically does or should learn first.
However, there is an implication in the study that the more common or higher
frequency correspondences should be taught first.

Phonics and phonemic awareness are keys to successful literacy acquisition (Na
tional Reading Panel, 2000). The results of this study provide reading instructors
and curriculum developers with practical information for improving the precision
and effectiveness of instruction in these areas.
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